
COVID-19 Q & A
SY 2021-22

● The questions were asked in the chat feature of Zoom by parents/guardians during the 8/4 and
8/12 District Planning Committee meetings.

● Answers were provided by Dr. Sonti (school physician), the three School Nurses, (Erin Taylor,
Jill Young, and Karen Jenkins),  Assistant Superintendent Michelle McClellan, and
Superintendent Chris Record. Many of the questions were also answered during the two
meetings.

● For your reference, the most recent SOP for Maine schools  released by the  MCDC on the
evening of 8/12/21

○ https://www.maine.gov/doe/sites/maine.gov.doe/�les/2021-08/SOP%20Updated%20
8.12.21.pdf

Questions Answers

The term recommendation is being

utilized however required is implied.

Can you clarify?

Late last spring all of the Maine CDC/DOE health and
safety “requirements” became “recommendations”.  This
is partly due to the expiration of the governor’s executive
order.  This allows schools more local control and some
�exibility in supporting full-time in-person instruction.

May I ask why is the CDC guidance of

wearing masks  a general

recommendation only and not a

mandate? Is it possible that the

scienti�c data is just not there that the

masks are essential?

The guidance that we follow is listed on the ME CDC
website :

“Per updated guidance, persons in counties with
“substantial” or “high” levels of COVID-19 community
transmission are advised to wear face coverings in public
indoor settings.”

The previous mask mandates were issued under an
executive order which is no longer in place.  I don’t believe
mandates are part of the jurisdiction of the CDC.
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Why are other school Maine districts

leaving it up to students and parents to

mask or not?

The Maine CDC/DOE changed their health and safety
“requirements” to “recommendations”, giving local school
districts more local control.  Recognizing that masking has
become a political issue in some areas, communities are
working to best balance personal liberties  and also policies
designed to protect the public health for all.

Is it possible that there is a consistent

indoor masking message throughout

the town?  The library, Community

Services etc. I've Spoken to the Town

Manager, the library, Community

Services etc and the message re indoor

masking is inconsistent. Even with

those that are too young to mask. I

think it is confusing when the masking

message is di�erent within the town.

From the Town Manager:
"Cape Elizabeth is currently in excess of 95% vaccinated,
and Town sta� is similarly vaccinated. However, there is a
concern on exposure and potential breakthrough
infections for Town sta� and visitors to Town buildings.
In an abundance of  caution, as of  Monday, August 9,
2021 masks will be required in all Town buildings
for sta�, visitors, and customers conducting business
in Town buildings. Sta� are not required to wear masks
in their individual o�ce spaces, but are required to when
interacting with others inside Town buildings."

Is there a plan for hybrid if the layers are

found to be insu�cient to have safe

full-day in person learning?

The priority goal is to have students participate in full-time
in-person learning.  We would follow the guidance of the
Maine CDC and implement alternative plans as needed.

How can they mandate transportation

but not schools?

The transportation mandate comes from the Federal
CDC, whereas our school recommendations come from
the ME CDC.

Do we have the ability to mandate the

vaccine for students once it is o�cially

approved by the CDC, like the MMR

vaccine?

School required vaccines are determined by Maine law. At
this point the Maine CDC and DOE is emphasizing
vaccine education and e�orts such as school vaccine
clinics.
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How about just giving a

recommendation for students to come

in with masks instead of a school

mandate?

Some school districts have made this choice.  The planning
committee, however, feels a universal masking policy will
provide a clear and consistent way to help protect all
students and sta�.

There has been no discussion of a

remote option for unvaccinated kids. Is

that being considered?

No, there has been no discussion about this. Our aim is to
have all students back in school full-time by utilizing a
variety of mitigation methods. The district will work to
support medically compromised  students on an
individual basis.

What's the data that indicates children

are more susceptible and/or more

transmissible with the Delta variant?

This CDC link is a great resource for updates on the data
surrounding the Delta Variant.

And could the committee consider

discussing what criteria would need to

be met to reverse the mask

recommendation?

Our best resource is the Maine CDC.  They currently
advise universal masking indoors for all K-12 students and
sta� regardless of vaccination status or level of community
transmission.  CESD would reconsider policies if this
guidance changes.

Can parent volunteers help with pooled

testing or is it something that can only

be done by the nurses?

We’re still learning more about the speci�cs of the pooled
testing procedures, but it does not all need to be done by
the school nurse.  The testing company contracted with
the Maine CDC/DOE has resources to help support the
process, and/or we could hire someone for additional
support.

Could we use COVID money to hire

more nursing sta� or CNAs to test

students?

Yes, this is an option that we are considering with our
limited Covid relief federal funds.

Can you share the percentage of pool The pooled testing program wasn’t available until late last
spring and we did not participate at that time.
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participants in the previous academic

year?

If testing is presented in a positive light

and enthusiastically, will this go a long

way to mitigate anxiety over public

testing? Hearing the descriptions of

what we gain from pooled testing I

would be more concerned about too

many people wanting to participate

rather than too few!

Education for sta�, families, and students will be an
important part in making the pooled testing program
successful.

You mentioned that masking is the best

step we can take to prevent the spread

of COVID-19.  Science has shown that

it’s not.  Being vaccinated is the best

protection and it is strongly

recommended by the CDC.

We have several populations that are unable to be
vaccinated so for these populations the masking is the best
step. In addition, with the delta variant, there is evidence
of transmission even amongst vaccinated individuals so the
masking is an additional layer of protection. -Dr Sonti

Can you talk about the restrictions you

plan to put in place for vaccine-eligible

students and sta� who choose not to be

vaccinated?

Students and sta� who choose not to be vaccinated have
di�erent requirements in regards to the need to quarantine
if deemed a close contact per Maine CDC guidance.

Students, teachers, or sta� who test positive for
COVID-19 shall be isolated until they meet the U.S. CDC
criteria for release for isolation. Close contacts must be
noti�ed for every COVID-19 case in students or sta� (see
Appendix A, 2nd letter). The close contact de�nition is
exposure within 6 ft for more than 15 minutes within a
24-hour period or any direct physical contact. Close
contacts must quarantine for 10 days from COVID-19
exposure from school and school activities except if at least
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one of the following conditions applies to the close
contact:

1. The close contact (sta� or student) is vaccinated
and if the exposure occurred more than 14 days
after the individual’s completion of the vaccine
series. If the exposure occurred after vaccination
but prior to the 14 days, the close contact must
quarantine for the full time period: or

2. The close contact (sta� or student) has a previous
positive COVID-19 test result (molecular or
antigen) collected within 90 days of the exposure:
or

3. The close contact (sta� or student) participates in
weekly school pooled testing and the exposure was
a school exposure; or

4. The School has a mandatory masking policy. If so,
then an exposed classroom student does not need
to quarantine from regular school-day activities
when the student close contact was at least 3 feet
from an infected student (laboratory-con�rmed or
a clinically compatible illness) provided that:

a. The School enforces consistent and correct
use of well-�tting masks; and

b. no direct physical contact occurred.

c. Exception #4 is limited to classroom
exposures only. Exposures that occur in
buses, cafeterias, and school-sponsored
activities are not eligible for exception #4.

i. The exception does not apply to
teachers, sta� or other adults in the
classroom.
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Along the same idea of no longer

quarantining books, can the children

use the library again?

The district is awaiting further guidance from the Maine
DOE in regards to use of shared materials, music, theater,
etc. We hope to have answers to these questions before
school starts on Sept. 1

Also, can they sing, and participate in

musical programs?

See above

Can we give parents context for the

transportation survey that went out

today? If a double bus run ends up

happening, that signi�cantly reduces

time for student instruction. If parents

know that, this community's parents

will gladly provide transportation.

Our intent is to do one bus run per neighborhood in order
to optimize the amount of time students are in class
learning. Students and bus drivers will be required to wear
masks on the bus at all times and students will have
assigned seating on the bus.
Should our community experience increased cases of
COVID-19,  bus routes and physical distancing on the
buses may need to be revisited but our hope is that the
mitigation measures we have in place in our schools will
reduce the need for increased physical distancing on the
buses.

How regularly will policies put in place

for the start of the school year be

re-reviewed? For example, Will there be

monthly reviews of the public health

situation to determine if the masking

will eventually be reversed later in the

year?

The school nurses and administrators receive updates from
the Maine CDC/DOE regarding recommended school
public health and safety measures.  CESD has been
committed to following their guidance and will review
policies if the recommendations change.  The District
Planning Committee will meet regularly (every 1 to 2
months) to review how things are progressing.

Are you asking how often we will

review and reconsider these

recommendations?  For example the

masking?

This is very reasonable. Would anticipate regular periodic
review of the prevalence, recommendations from the DOE
and state CDC and adjustment accordingly. - Dr Sonti
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Is swabbing done publicly in front of

the entire class? there should be some

con�dentiality on who is being

swabbed.

We are still sorting out the speci�cs of the pooled testing
procedures.  We are committed to maintaining privacy as
much as possible, but classmates may be aware of the
routines.  Normalizing the process can be part of the
education process.  Many schools in Massachusetts and
other areas successfully utilized pooled testing last year and
felt things went smoothly.

Why can’t children get a negative test

and be admitted back to class?

This is a common question, especially since we’re told you
can’t “test out” of quarantine.  The di�erence with pooled
testing compared to having a test done privately is the
continuous, regular monitoring o�ered through weekly
surveillance pooled testing.  We must follow this guidance
which is speci�ed  in the CDC/DOE Standard Operating
Procedure.

Why is it best to knowingly keep a pool

together for a day or two when there is

a positive test?  I have trouble

understanding that in the context of

our goal to keep our children and

community safe.

We would not knowingly keep a pool together once we
know there is a positive test.  There is a slight delay
between the collection of the pool swabs and return of
results. But if  a pool tests positive, we would test each
person in that pool with a rapid antigen test to sort out
which person(s) is positive.  That person would be sent
home to isolate.

I'm wondering since transmission is so

high right now is there a way that

parents test before we begin school.

We do not have a process at this time to require parents to
test prior to school starting.  If the school board decides to
register for the pooled testing program, we will implement
the program as soon as possible.

Why can’t a quarantined student get

back into class after a negative test

(from their physician for example),

particularly when we are trusting masks

for the kids that tested positive and are

staying in school for a few days.

The school nurses answered this question well in the
district planning meeting - the repeat nature of the pooled
testing is a more robust way to monitor. If a student had
one negative test, it is di�cult to determine if this was a
test done too early in the incubation period. - Dr Sonti
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What accommodations, if any are

available for neurodiverse students

We will utilize the many resources within the school to
meet the needs of all students.

What if the kids get tested more than

once (just like the pool participants)

then to come back to school?

The Maine CDC/DOE Standard Operating Procedure
does not allow this option.  The weekly, continuous
surveillance testing is more likely to pick up a positive case
of COVID-19.

Can you reference the vaccination rate

in the high school?

Because the COVID-19 vaccine is not required, the school
nurses do not track the speci�c vaccination rates, although
it is considered to be quite high. The Maine CDC/DOE
will soon be posting school/zip code based COVID-19
vaccination rates for age 10+

Can we revisit this committee's two

recommendations on a regular basis?

For example, once we're 5-6 weeks into

the school year, can we look at Maine

districts that chose to forgo mask

requirements? And if our results are

indi�erent than those districts,

reconsider the masking requirement?

And, the same for pool testing?

See previous answer referencing following Maine
CDC/DOE guidance and yes the District Planning
Committee will meet regularly (every 1 to 2 months) to
consider how things are progressing.

Will Cape Elizabeth mandate universal

vaccination for all quali�ed students

and sta�?  We require other

vaccinations.

The vaccines currently required in Maine schools are
established by state statute.
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Is it possible for students to be tested

before school begins?  Is it possible to

pool test on the �rst day of school?

The pool testing program would take place during the
school year. We’ll �nd out more about start time after the
school board votes and the district applies for pool testing.
The intent is to start as soon as the pool testing becomes
available to us and we have sta� trained and students
prepared.
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